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EXCEL: Exploring Conflict, Education, and Leadership 
12 – 20 July, 2020 Cambridge, UK  

 

Program Overview: In partnership with St. Catharine’s College at Cambridge and Oranim Academic 
College of Education, Jerusalem Peacebuilders and Retorika for Multiculturalism announce the third 
annual intensive training program this summer for Israeli Arab and Jewish teachers. EXCEL is a 
nine-day professional development program that combines peacebuilding, critical reflection, 
networking, curriculum design, and language studies to empower participants with an array of 
professional skills, relationships and recognition. 
 

EXCEL’s peacebuilding component aims to increase educators’ capacities to integrate the practices 
of peacebuilding and youth leadership in their classrooms and curricula. Specific topics may include: 
  

• Intergroup dialogue and communication skills 

• Advancing diversity and intergroup relations 

• Conflict analysis  

• Conflict resolution for schools and community    
 

Accredited for 60 hours of professional development from the 
Israeli Ministry of Education, participants will benefit from a 
unique opportunity to stay on the beautiful St. Catharine’s 
College campus in Cambridge where they can safely increase 

their connections and commitments. Taught in an accessible and practical workshop style, the 
program will engage educators through experiential and hands-on andragogy suitable to adaptation 
for the classroom. While learning skills, participants will build group relations to foster understanding, 
empathy and community. 
 

The program’s English language enrichment sessions incorporate 

experts in the field of literature and linguistics, and are designed to boost 
the teachers’ confidence in English and inspire them to create positive 
change within the English teaching community in Israel. The program 
also includes a special dinner dialogue with UK teachers from the 
organization Solutions Not Sides (SNS) and sessions on implementing 
the study of human rights in the English language classroom and the 
teaching of grammar and vocabulary. 
 

Among our faculty are renowned linguists, 
Professor Norbert Schmitt and Dr. Elisheva Barkon. Prof. Schmitt teaches 
Applied Linguistics at the University of Nottingham. He has published 
eight books on vocabulary and applied linguistics, and over 100 journal 
articles and book chapters. Dr. Barkon has been involved in English 
language teaching since the mid-seventies. She is currently Chair of the 
Israeli Advisory Committee for English Language Education and a 
member of the Professional Standards and Curriculum Subcommittees.  
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12 – 20 July, 2020 Cambridge, UK  

 

Are you Ready to EXCEL this Summer?   

www.jerusalempeacebuilders.org 

For the peacebuilding program, we are joined once again by Dr. Paula 
Green, a psychologist, professor and international peacebuilder. Dr. 
Green has taught worldwide for three decades and has been steadily 
engaged in the Israeli-Palestinian context. She is the recipient of many 
awards for excellence in intergroup relations and conflict transformation. 
 

The final two days of the program will be held in London and feature 
touring and cultural exchanges. The entire program will be conducted in 
English. 
 

Dates and Location: 12 – 20 July, 2020 Cambridge & London 
 

Cost: 1950₪ per person single standard with shared bathroom OR 2250₪ single ensuite  
 

The cost of the program includes:  

• Single room in Cambridge and twin room in London 

• Breakfast and Lunch each day in Cambridge  

• Breakfast only each day in London 

• Transportation from Cambridge to London 

• Two cultural activities in London 

• Certification for 60 professional development hours 
 

The cost of the program does not include:  

• Airfare to/from England  

• Ground transportation to/from the airport 

• Dinner each day in Cambridge 

• Lunch and dinner each day in London 

• Any additional cultural events or activities not listed above  
 

Daily Program Schedule: 
 

Breakfast:     08:00 – 09:00 
EXCEL Training I:    09:00 – 10:30 
Break:      10:30 – 10:45 
EXCEL Training II:    10:45 – 13:00 
Lunch:     13:00 – 14:00 
English Training I:    14:00 – 15:30 
Break:      15:30 – 15:45 
English Training II:    15:45 – 18:00 
Dinner:     18:00 – 19:00 
Evening Program or Free Time:  19:00 – 21:00 

 

How to Apply: Are you ready to EXCEL?  Submit an application at: 
www.jerusalempeacebuilders.org/excel. The deadline for applications is 23 February, 2020. 
 

Contact: For more information about the EXCEL program, please visit our website and contact 
EXCEL Institute Director, Elias Farah at (elias_teacher@yahoo.com). 

http://www.jerusalempeacebuilders.org/excel

